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At the inception, Mr. Nilay Dutta welcomed all present, to the third session of the Amicus

Curiae/Legal Aid Counsel Interaction Programme. The session started with the introduction

of the resource persons to the members present. In providing the context for organizing

such an interaction in collaboration with the Assam State Legal Services Authority
(hereinafter referred to as 'ASLSA') and the Gauhati High Court Legal Services Committee

(hereinafter referred to as 'GHCLSC'), Mr. Dutta discussed the recent judgement of the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in Reena Hazorika v. State of Assam as reported in 201g SCC Online

SC 2281. With respect to this case, the Supreme Court pointed out two vital observations

regarding legal services. Firstly, the fact that there exists a lacuna when it comes to
communication of dismissal of jail appeals to correctional homes and secondly, the inapt
performance of amicus curiae in certain cases, especially in Gauhati High Court.

Subsequently, the matter was discussed with the Hon'ble Chief Justice and this present

programme for interaction between advocates involved in providing legal services under the

ambit of the Legal services Authorities Act, 1.987 as omicus curiae/ Legal Aid counsel (LAC)

and resource persons has been organised. The ultimate objective of this programme is

therefore to enhance and facilitate the effort of the amicus/ LACs to provide better justice

delivery to disadvantaged sections of society.
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Justice (Retd') Brojendra Prasad Katakey greeted everyone present for the interaction. He

started the discussion by saying that there is a reason for appointing amicus/ LACs for
people who do not have sufficient means for representation-'delivery of justice to all,. But

this reason is defeated when LACs fail to give their best in providing justice to the
underprivileged' He then talked about the responsibilities of an omicus/ LegalAid Counsel.

After the introduction, the session was carried forward as follows:

The panel started by explaining how to study a case.

Firstly, the judgement shourd be read and the circumstances upon which

conviction is based should be found out.

Then, the statement of the accused u/s 313 cr.p.c. should be checked, whether
the aforesaid circumstances were put to accused. lf not, then that can be

established as a strong argument for defence.

Next, the FlR, inquest report, statement u/s t6!, sketch Map, post Mortem
Report, Charge Sheet, Evidence of witnesses should be read. And the records of
the case should be together with the statement u/s 161 should be read

thoroughly.

Then, whether the conviction is based on the evidence of eye witness or
circumstantial evidence should be understood. lf based on Circumstantial

Evidence, then the law which governs such matters should be cultured. The

essentials to be fulfilled to establish a case against an accused under the law of
Circumstantial Evidence is that the circumstances from which the conclusion of
guilt is to be drawn should be fully established, beyond any reasonable doubt.
The events should be linked as an unbreakable chain. Hence, the amicus must try
to find a breakdown in this link.

lf conviction is based on eye witness, then the amicus must try to find out
whether the witness is wholly reliable or not. The reliability of the witness can be

eliminated by finding out if the witness is an lnterested witness, Chance witness

and if there is any omission, Contradiction or lmprovement in the Statement of
the witness u/s 161 Cr.p.C.
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' Next' confession of the accused must be read. (An elaborated discussion
regarding'confession'was held that is mentioned later in this report.)

o Lastly' the Dying Declaration of the deceased (if any) should be studied
thoroughly' (An elaborated discussion regarding'Dying Declaration, was held and
is mentioned later in this report.)

Points discussed in details:

o Dying Declaration: The taw of Dying Declaration is based on the theory that ,a dying
person never lies', but a conviction based on Dying Dectaration can be chaltenged by
establishing such circumstances of the case that are contradictory to that of the
Dying Declaration and by proving its unreliability. owing to this point, Justice (R) c.R.
sharma quoted the saying "Men may rie but circumstances never rie.,,

Here comes the question of reliability of a Dying Declaration. Advocate Anan
Kumar Bhuyan said that the retiability of a Dying Dectaration depends on the physical
and mental fitness of the person while giving the statements. Hence, foltowing are
the essentiars to prove the reriabirity of a Dying Decraration:
i) tvtental fitness supported by medical records.

'i) 
Awareness of the person that he/she is about to die; so time of recording the
Dying Declaration and time of death are crucial.

A Dying Declaration may be written or unwritten. Value of the Dying Declaration
does not decrease if unwritten, but if written then it is more reliable. lts reliability
also depends on the basis that to whom was the statement given. lf the witness is a
chance or an lnterested witness, then the reliability can be questioned. Moreover, if
there are multipte witnesses and their statements contradict then also the reliability
can be questioned.

At this point, senior Advocate Niray Dutta said that the Head
deceased expired in a hospitar) must be checked to find out
the patient.

Ticket of Doctor (if the

the medical history of

Advocate Anan Kumar Bhuyan stated that knowing the medical science involved in a
case is very important to nullify the reliability of a Dying Declaration. He also asked a
question to the House, whether a suicide note written by a depressed person will be
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regarded as a Dying Declaration? He clarified that a suicide note cannot be accepted
as a Dying Declaration as the same should be based on the immediate cause that
amounts to death' Here the question of a minor being the witness of receiving a

Dying Declaration arose. To which Mr. Nilay Dutta replied that the reliability of a

minor witness depends on two factors- whether the minor has the capacity to
understand what he/ she is talking about, and was there any chance of tutoring the
child. He also emphasized on the need to read about chird Witness.

o confession: The discussion on Judicial confession began, with reference to the case
wasim Rafique ond Anr. v. The state of Assam (crl. Appeal No. g9 of 2ot4l
(paperbook circulated among resource persons and advocates). Justice c.R. sharma
questioned the advocates, whether the Judicial Confession made by the accused in
the above mentioned case is admissibte. Before clarifying the doubts, he discussed
the law governing Confession. Firstly, a Confession should be made voluntarily;
secondly, a reasonable time for reflection should be given to the accused; thirdly,
he/she should be made aware of the consequences to be faced in lieu of the
confession' Then, the panel commented on the inadmissibility of the Judicial
confession in the above mentioned case, as the duration of reflection (three hours)
given to the accused by the Magistrate was inadequate comprehending the fact that
the accused was kept in police custody for a week. In addition to that two accused
persons were kept together in the Magistrate's chamber together with a peon that
creates chances of external influence affecting the voluntariness of the confession.

o lmprovement: To eliminate the credibility of an eye witness, the improvements
made in the statements of the witness must be established by the amicus.To prove
improvement, statement u/s 161 cr.P.c. must be read thoroughly. lt there are
material improvements made in the statements then it is not reliable.

r Statement u/s 3L3 Cr.P.C. : The statement recorded u/s 313 Cr.p.C. must be backed
by proper explanations. only objective (yes/no) answers are not preferable. The
Hon'ble Supreme Court in Reeno Hazarika v. State of Assam as reported in 201g SCC

online sc 2281, pointed out that the accused gave an explanation in the statement
u/s 313 cr'P.c , that could have brought a reasonable double, breaking down the
chain of events inferred by the Circumstantial evidences. But the Appellate court

I
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overlooked the exptanation, owing to which the accused got a benefit of doubt and
was finally acquitted by the Hon,ble Supreme Court.

The panel advised the omicus present that if in any case there is an explanation in
the statement u/s 313 cr.P.c. and the trial court have overlooked the same while
giving the verdict then they should bring that to the notice of the Appelate court.

o Motive and lntention: on being asked by a member of the interaction to explain the
concept of motive and intention, Mr. Nilay Dutta explained the same with
illustrations' He simplified the terms and said that motive is why an act is committed
and intention means with what objective was the act committed, for instance, to kill
or to injure.

Questions raised by the advocates:

why statement u/s 161 cr.p.c. is not mentioned in paperbook?

Mr' Nilay Dutta replied that statement u/s 161 cr.p.c. cannot be used as
evidence and is not admissible in the court. lt can only be used for contradiction. so,
the High court Paper Book does not include it. Moreover, it is the responsibility of
the defence to collect the records and study it, even if is not mentioned in the
paperbook.

How can an accused be defended in case Dying Declaration is used as a tool of
revenge?

Mr' c' R' sharma said that although the law of Dying Declaration is based on
the theory that 'a dying person never lies', but there are exceptions to every theory.
so, it is the responsibility of the defence side to study the facts of the case
thoroughly and estabtish doubts. Further, he quoted the saying .,Men may rie but
circumstances never lie,,.

ls there any fixed procedure estabrished in raw to accept or reject a Dying
Declaration as evidence?

Mr' Nilay Dutta answered that there is no fixed procedure for the same, as a
generalised law cannot be made for cases with differing facts.
Suggestions:
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o A specific format shoufd be designed for the chart that shoufd be prepared to recordspecific points, fike important dates, contradictions, etc. after studying a case. Thisformat shoufd be circufated amongs t the amicus. This woufd bring accountabirity onthe part of the amicus/ LegalAid Counsefs.o Ratings of the judges for every amicus/Legaf Aid counsef shourd be made pubric.

Throughout the session the panef of resource persons have been advising theAmicus curie/ Legaf Aid counsels regarding how to make the practise more effective.coming to the end' they told the amicusto become an effective practitioner of rawone should first know the faw' argue confidentfy and must never try to misread the

;:;:".tJ:r:#,;ncruded 
with a wonderfur saying ,,Law 

can deverop by the

Prepared by_

Dikhita Borah


